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The aim of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM 1. The sporadic simple group He of order 21033527317 
discovered by Held [ I4j has 11 conjugacy classes Qf maximal s~bgra~~s~ 
The isomor~hism types of their representatives are 
E16\(EB\L2(7))9 (J%\L3Wf\‘G 3 
x4 x L,(Q &4W3\~6) (2 classes), 
Z3\& , 
F: x L,(7), 
E,,\=(2, 7), SP(4,4)\Z, 9 
where A notes a group with a normal subgroup ~somor~~i~ to A such 
ihat (A\ is isomorphic to B. Z, is the cyclic group of oder n. C, is the 
symmetric group of degree n. E, is an elementary abelian group of order n. 
Fz is a Frobenius group with kernel Z, and complement Z,. is the central 
product of SL(2: 3) and Z,. 
eld ] 14] determined much of the local structure of as well as the 
conjugacy classes of elements (Table I). The character t 
by J. G. Thompson. Assuming the existence of a subgroup S* iso 
the symplectic group Sp(4,4) extended by the field automo* 
igman and J. McKay constructed a presentation for I%e\Zz (see 
[ 161). From this Cannon and Havas [3 ] constructed a ~rese~tat~o~ for E’e 
and the permutation representation on the 2058 cosets of A’*. Gemmer [ 12] 
has proved that the properties of He determined in [ 14 ] imply the existence 
of A!?+, while Michael Thorne has constructed the character tables of the 
* This work forms part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis under Dr. 3. J. Cannon at the 
University of Sydney. It was partially funded by the Australian Research Grants Committee. 
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TABLE I 
Conjugacy Classes of He 
Class Centralizer Powers 
Represen- 
tative [ 14 1 
IA 21033. 5*. 7317 
2A 29.32. 5 . 7 
2B 2’O . 3 . 7 
3A 23. 33 .5 .7 
3B 23 . 32. 7 
4A 2’ ’ 3 
4B 27 
4c 2$ .3 . 7 
5A 22 f 3 ’ 52 
6A 23 3 
6B 23. 32 
7AB 2j . 3 ’ 72 
7C 3 . I3 
7DE 2.12 
8A 24 
1OA 22 . 5 
12A 22 . 3 
12B 22 . 3 
14AB 23 . 7 
14CD 2.7 
15A 3.5 
17AB 17 
21AB 3.7 
21CD 3.7 
28AB 2= I 
@,\L3(4))\? 
El6\@8\&(7)) 
Z,V, 
z3 x h(7) 
z4 x h(7) 
Z,XA, 
2B 
2B 
2A 
3B 2B 
3A 2A 
z, x L*(7) 
Z, x D,, 
4B 
5A 2A 
6A 4A 
6B 4c 
IAB 24 
7DE 2B 
5A 3A 
1AB 3B 
7c 
14AB 4C 
centralizers of involutions. The character table of the group isomorphic to 
E,,\(Z,\Z,) may be found in Todd [ 211. 
For a finite simple group G, every maximal subgroup is the normalizer in 
G of a characteristically simple group. A characteristically simple group is a 
direct product of isomorphic simple groups. Hence an abelian charac- 
teristically simple group is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. 
The classes of elementary abelian subgroups and their normalizers are deter- 
mined either from the centralizers in G of elements of prime order or from 
the Sylow normalizers. 
The local analysis, counting arguments, and the techniques of Finkelstein, 
Rudvalis, and Young [6-8, 221 determine the isomorphism types of non- 
abelian simple subgroups of He, the number of classes of each type, and the 
centralizer and normalizer of a representative of each class. The subgroups 
isomorphic to L,(7) were the difficult cases-requiring explicit computation 
with the permutation representation of He of degree 2058. 
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Properties of the simple groups (other than He) rne~ti~~ed in this paper 
can be found in Dickson [4, 51, Fischer and 
Uoung]22], The character tables of these grs 
whose notation we use for their conjugacy clas 
and Schoenwaelder [ 181 are implicit throughout the local analysis. 
The notation of Gorenstein [ 131 is used. If H is a subg~~~~ of 
C(N) and N(H) denote respectively the centralize 
He, while if X is a conjugacy class of elements of 
denote the centralizer and normalizer of the subgroup generated by an 
appropriate representative of X. 
If the cyclic subgroups generated by members of the co~j~gacy classes n 
and nY are conjugate then we denote the union of nX and nI’ by n.XTu: For 
example, in Table I we write 1AB and IDE. 
All computations were done using Cayley ]23]. 
1. TECHNIQUES OF FINKELSTEIN, RUDVALIS, AND YomG 
Let G be a group and let PI be a subgroup of 4;. Let SY1, GZZ9 and g3 be 
conjugacy classes of elements of 6. H is gi-pure if lcgl and is of 
type (P, , gX2, g3) if there exist x E ‘9,) y E gZ such that q E q7 and 
H = (x,JJ). Let t be a fixed element of g3 and define 
and 
The subscript is dropped when it is clear which group is meant. The 
structure constant #(gi, gZ, g3) can be calculated from the character table 
of 4; (Burnside [a]). 
If -;Y; , C&) and ;W; are conjugacy classes of elements of N contained in gl ) 
%“, and g3 , respectively, then 
This result is used to determine the inclusion of classes of a s~bgr~~~ in t 
classes of G, as well as being used in non-existence proofs of s~b~ro~~s of 
various isomorphism types. 
The next two results concern the action (by conjugation) of CG(I) on 
d(g:,K’,,q%jf. 
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THEOREM 2 (Finkelstein and Rudvalis [8, Lemma 2.1 I). If C,(t) acts 
transitively on the set 4%,%3%%;) then the set I-= 
((x”,Y’)/(x,Y)EA(~,~~,~;),~EG} is a conjugacy class of subgroups of 
G. Furthermore, if (x, y) E A(%Y1, gZ, SQ then C,((x, y)) is the stabilizer of 
(x, y) in the action of C,(t) on A(gl, 5ZZ, @Q. 
COROLLARY 3. If C,(t) has m orbits on A(P,, gg;, PJ) then I is the 
union of at most m conjugacy classes of subgroup of G. Furthermore, zf (x, y) 
is an element of the ith orbit Ai then C,((x, y)) is the stabilizer of (x, y) in 
the action of C,(t) on Ai. 
A knowledge of the orbits of C,(t) on A(ST*, %YZ, g3) can be obtained by 
considering which elements of C,(r) commute with elements of @r and gZ. 
2. LOCAL ANALYSIS 
2.1. p = 2. We first consider the elementary abelian subgroups 
which contain an element of 2B, and then the 2A-pure subgroups. Let z E 2B 
and let H, = C(z). In the notation of [ 141 define the generators z = zl, 
a, =z3, b, =z4, c1 =z2, a,=x, b2=q c2=?, w=qtz, v1 ==qt’Y, 
v2 = na, ur = ~~‘s’zuL~‘z’, and u, =p of H, and the subgroups R, = (z, a,, a,, 
w, 4, VI), R, = (~,a,, a,, w, b,, vJ, W=R,R,, and T= W(c,,c,). There is 
an automorphism a of H, given by 
x: z al b, cl a2 b2 c2 w v1 v2 u1 u,, 
a(x): z a, b, c2 a, b, c1 w v2 v, u2 u,. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Held [ 141, Schoenwaelder [IS]). T is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of H, . T has only two subgroups R, and R, which are elementary 
abelian of order 26. They are self-centralizing in H, and normal in T. 
T has no elementary abelian subgroups of order 2’. 
All the involutions of W are contained in R, V R,. 
COROLLARY 5. Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of He 
containing z. If R, 4 C(E) then N(E) < N(R,). Furthermore, tf F is an 
elementary abelian subgroup containing E and C(E) < W then Ri a C(F), 
for i = 1 or 2. 
Hence representatives of the classes of elementary abelian subgroups 
containing an element of 2B and whose normalizer is not conjugate to a 
subgroup of N(R,) or N(R,) can be determined as follows: Let 
z = f,, f, ,..., f, be representatives of the Hi-classes of involutions. Suppose 
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I: 
TABLE II 
E c = C(E) 
ff, 
WC, 3 ud 
RI@,) 
E 
R,(C,h) 
E 
WC* 4 
E(a,h3a,bJ 
R,(c, 4 
E(a,) 
ff ! 
T(u,) 
T(u!) 
fJ, 
WCC,) 
WC, 9 u,) 
T 
Wd 
COrGh’y 5 
Corollary 5 
Coroiiary 5 
Lemma 6 
.En2El= (z] 
Er?2B= iz} 
Corollary 5 
C=(z,~~,wb,,c~c~) 
that E > (z&)~ E’ > 0, is elementary abelian and that the ~~ern~~tary abelian 
subgroups containing (z,&), for j = l,..., i - 1, have been determined. A 
subgroup F = E(x), where x E C(E)\E is an invoiution, is not of interest if 
C(F) ,< FP’. F is conjugate to a subgroup already determined if flE contains 
an element conjugate in H, to fi ,...&, or fiel, and it suffices to choose one 
revolution x from each NH1(E)-conjugacy class contained in C(E)\E. 
The relevant centralizers and normalizers, and their conjugacy classes are 
determined, either by hand or computer, from the i~~ormat~o~ En 114, 18;. 
Table TI lists the results of the above procedure for i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6. The 
automorphism CL determines the results for i = 2, 7. 
bMMA 6. Let E = (z, a,, wb,, cIv2). T?ze%leiz N(E) is ~~~~~g~Ee lo a 
subgroup of H, or N((z, al)). 
ProoJ: Let N = N(E)/E and NI = N,,(E)/E. Then N is a subgroup 5” 
GL(4,2) and N, is the stabilizer of z in N. As N, has order 
(z}, {a,}, {~a,}, and E\(z, a,), the subgroup structure of 
that N stabilizes (z, a,, za or fixes one of Z, a,, or Za,. Since z, a1 9 
za, E 2B the result holds. 
As N((z, a,, b,, cl)) = N((z, a,, b,, q)) = H, snd 
i = 1,2, the normalizer of an elementary abelian subgrou 
element of 2B is conjugate to a subgroup of N, 9 N(R r) or 
are not conjugate to subgroups of one another. 
Let H, = C(a, a,> and U = W(c, cZ). Then Ii is a Syisw Zsubgroup of i9,. 
From N, and U we determine the classes of 2-4~pure subgroups. 
-kEOREM 7. He has two classes of 2A-pure ~ubg~o~~~ of order 4. They 
have represeFztatives V, = (a,a,, za, w} and V, = (a,a,, cl ci). He has no 
classes of 24pure subgroups of order 8. 
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ProoJ: H2 has four classes of involutions conjugate to a,a, in He. Their 
representatives are a, az, za, w, za, a2 and c, c2. There are precisely two H,- 
conjugates of za, w. As a,a2c1c2 E 2A and z E 2B, it follows that V, and V, 
are the representatives of the classes of U-pure subgroups of He. The group 
C=C,(V,)=( z, a,, az, c1c2, a,b,, a,b,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(V,). 
There are six C-classes of involutions in C\(z, a1a2, clcZ> which are 
conjugate to a, a, in He. Their representatives are xa, b, , for 
x = a1a2, c1c2, ala2c1c2, and ya,b,, for y = 1, a,a,, a,a,c,c2. Since a,b,, 
a, b, E 2B, there are no 2A-pure subgroups of order 8 containing V,. Hence 
any 2A-pure subgroup of order 8 has a conjugate which contains alaI and a 
HZ-conjugate of za, az, and therefore a conjugate of z. 1 
PROPOSITION 8. 
WI) s (E4\L3(4))\& 9 
N(v,) 2 x4 x L,(7). 
ProoJ The structure of N( V,) is as given since c, c2 interchanges za, w 
and za2w, ala2 is conjugate to za, w, and C(V,) gEE,\L,(4). As 
CHl( V,) z E, X D,, a theorem of Gaschiitz [Ill asserts that 
C(V,) r E, x L, where L has order 233 . 7. Therefore L zL,(7) by the 
structure of L,(4). Since NH,(V2) G Z:, x D, the result holds. # 
As Held [ 14, Lemma 3.21 shows that N(Ri), i = 1,2, is not a subgroup of 
N( V,), we have proved 
THEOREM 9. Every subgroup of He which has a normal elementary 
abelian 2-subgroup is conjugate to a subgroup of a group in the following list. 
(1) HI g E16\G%\L2V)) order 2” . 3 s 7 
(2) NV 1) z J%A(~3W order 2”. 33 . 5 
(3) NW g 44\(~3\&) order 2” . 3’ . 5 
(4) NVl)Z &\L3(4>>\~3 order 2” . 33 . 5 . 7 
(5) WV,> = I=4 x L*(7) order 26 . 32 . 7. 
No group in the list is conjugate to a subgroup of any other group in the 
list. 
2.2. p = 3. The centralizers of elements of 3A and 3B are 
isomorphic to Z,\A, and Z, X15,(7), respectively. A Sylow 3subgroup of 
He is non-abelian extraspecial of order 33 and exponent 3. A Sylow 3- 
subgroup E, of H, is a 3A-pure elementary abelian subgroup of order 9 
which centralizes V, . The group H = C(3A) has four classes 3AB, 3C, 30 of 
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elements of order 3 with centralizers in H of order 
respectively. Therefore they belong to 3A, 3A, and 3 
ence 
~KO~OS~T~ON 10. He has two classes o~e~e~enta~~ abe~~a~ s~bg~a~~s of 
order 9 with representatives E, and E,. The s~~b~ro~.~ E, is 3A-pure and 
C(E,) = E, x V,. The set E, A 3A has size 2; thereyore N(E,) is conjugate 
to a subgroup ofN(3A), 
COROLLARY I I. If He has a subgroup isa~o~p~~~ to A, then it has 3A- 
pure Sylow 3mbgroups. 
ProoJ: A Sylow 3-subgroup of A, contains four elements wit 
structure I33 and four with cycle structure 32. 
N(V,) contains a subgroup isomorp 0 X3 X%,(7). As the ~~~rn~~~s of 
order 7 in this subgroup belong to the elements of order 3 in Z;3 
belongs to 3B, Hence 
THEOREM 12. Every subgroup of He which has a normal elementaql 
abelian 3-subgroup is conjugate to a subgroup of a group iti the~o~~owi~g list. 
($1 N(3A) r (z3\A,)\z2 order 2’ . 3”s . 7 
(2) WV,) s EI\&(4))\-& order 2’O I 335 I 7 
(3) WV*) g 24 x -bm order 26. 3’. 7. 
No group in the list is cot&gate to a subgroup of any other group in the 
list. 
p= 5. The normalizer of an element of order 5 in 
isomor to (Z, X A,)\Z, and is therefore conjugate to a subgroup 
Sylow Ssubgroup E of He is elementary abelian and N(E) has order 
24 . 3 . 52. The general linear group GL(2,S) has two clas of subgroups of 
order 24 . 3. Members of one class contain elements of o 24, so N(E)/E 
belongs to the other class with representative 
- 
c= 
2 3 \ ‘,, 
I d= 
1 2)i 
isomorphic to the central product of SL(2,3) an 
((a, b)(d) z Q,\Z, 2 SL(2, 3) and (c) g Z,.) As a Sylow ~-~o~rnali~~r of 
S* has order 24 . 52, the group N(E) is not conjugate to a subgroup of S”. 
p = 7. Let P be a Syfow 7-subgroup of He. Then P is non- 
abelian extra-special of order 73 and exponent 7. 
p. 203 1) P = (x, y / t = [x, y], x7 =y’= t’= [x, t] = [y, I] = 1). The factcr 
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group N(P)/P is isomorphic to z, X Z, and Out(P) is isomorphic to 
GL(2,7). The group GL(2,7) has a unique class of subgroups isomorphic to 
J!Yj x Z,. A representative is 
(u=(i i)> b=(Y ;): c=(Z i)). 
Therefore N(P) has six classes of elements of order 7 with representatives t, 
x, x-l, Y& (yx>- l, and y-lx. The orders of the centralizers of x, yx, and 
y-lx in N(P) are 3 . 7’, 2 s 7*, and 72, respectively. Since y-lx is conjugate 
to N(P) to its inverse, x E 7M3, yx E 7DE, and y -‘x E 7C. Hence 
PROPOSITION 13. He has three classes of elementary abelian subgroups 
of order 72. Their representatives are 
E, = (t, x), 
E, = (6 YX), 
and 
E, = (t, y-lx). 
The elements of E,\(t) are in 7AB, the elements of E,\(t) are in 7DE, and 
the elements of E,\l are in 7C. 
PROPOSITION 14. (9 N(E,) < N(P) and NE,) <N(P), 
(4 N((Y~)) < N(P), 
(iii) N((x)) g Fi X L,(7), 
(iv) N(E3)/E3 z SL(2, 7). 
Proof. (i) This is a corollary of Proposition 13. 
(ii) The normalizer of (yx) in N(P) has order 2 . 3 . 72 = ]N(( yx))\ . 
(iii) N((x)) is isomorphic to (Z, x L,(7))\Z,. The result follows as 
Aut(L,(7)) E PGL(2, 7). 
(iv) Consider N = N(E3)/E3 as a subgroup of GL(2,7). Let P, be a 
Sylow 7-subgroup of C(y-‘x) containing E,. Then E, 4 P, and so N(E,) 
contains more than one Sylow 7subgroup. Hence N contains eight Sylow 7- 
subgroups and therefore contains SL(2,7) which is the group they generate. 
As P splits over E,, the extension of E, by N splits. The elements of order 8 
in SL(2, 7) have the central involution as their fourth power. Hence the 
involution is in 2B and the elements of order 7 are in 7DE. As elements of 
70 are not conjugate to their inverses, N= SL(2, 7). m 
As N((t)) = N(P) we have 
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THEOREM 15. Every subgroup of He which has a formal elementary 
abelian 7-subgroup is conjugate to a subgroup of a group in t~e~oii~~~i~g list. 
(1) N(P) g (Z,\&!AG x Zd order 2 ~ 32 * 73, 
(2) ATE,) = E,,\SL(Z 7) order 2” . 3 . 12, 
(3) W(x)) = 1”: x L*(7) 
3. p = 17. A Sylow 17-normalizer of is isomorphic to 
Z,,\Z, and is therefore conjugate to a subgroup of S”. 
3. NON-ABELIAN SIMPLE SUBGROUPS 
Beisieget [i ] and Sting1 [20] have determined the simple gr 
order is not divisible by 2’l. Those whose order divides the order of 
A,, n = 5, 6, 7, 8, L,(q), q = 7, 8, 16, 17,49, L,(4), Uj(3j: 
As He has no elements of order 9, He has no subgroups isomosphi 
or Lz(17). As He has no elements of order 2.5, He has no 
isomorphic to L,(49). A Sylow 3-normalizer of He is isomorphic to 
where P is non-abelian extraspecial of order 3’ and exponent 3. Janko 
has shown that a Sylow 3normalizer of U,(3) or NJ is isomorphic to .P\Z,* 
Therefore He has no subgroups isomorphic to Uj(3) or HJ. 
~ROPO$ITXO~ 16. He has no subgroups is~rn~~~~~c to A, or A,. 
Proof: Suppose that H is a subgroup of isomorphic to A,. 
Corollary 11, a Sylow 3subgroup of H is 3A-pure. A has elements of 
order 6, the involutions of H are in 3A,5A)=5 and 
#(2.4, 3B, X4),, = 10, the result holds. 
ROPOSITION 17. If He has a subgroup is~mor~~i~ to L,(4) then the 
fusiora is 
L,(4): lff 2A 3A 4A 4B 4C 5AB 7A 
He: IA 2B 3A 54 7AB. 
He has no subgroups isomorphic to L,(4). 
Proof The group L,(4) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 16 all of whose involutions are conjugate. Therefore 2A fuses to 
Since #(2B, 3B, 5A) = 0 and #(2A, 3A, 5A)L3C41 = 35, 3A fuses to 3A. Since 
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#(2B, 3A, 70) = #(2B, 3A, 7C) = 0 and #(2A, 3A, 7A)L3(4) = 21, 7AB fuses 
to 7AB. The elements of order 4 clearly do not lie in 4C. 
He has a rational character v of degre 102. For each possible fusion of 
L,(4) in He the restriction of v to L,(4) is not a character of L,(4), so He 
has no subgroups isomorphic to L,(4). I 
He has subgroups of the remaining isomorphism types. They are discussed 
in the following sections. 
3.1. Sp(4,4) and L,(16). From the character table of He it is 
easily determined that He has a unique permutation character of degree 2058 
and no permutation characters of smaller degree. Hence S* is a maximal 
subgroup of He. In the representation of degree 2058 an element of order 17 
fixes precisely one point. 
The derived subgroup S of S* has two classes of subgroups isomorphic to 
L2( 16). The representatives L 1 and L, are of type (2C, 3A, 17A)s and 
(2C, 3B, 17A), respectively. The field automorphism does not fuse the two 
classes, hence N,,(L,) is isomorphic to L,(16)\Z, for i = 1, 2. As L,(16) has 
an elementary abelian subgroup of order 16 all of whose involutions are 
conjugate, the fusion of L,( 16) in He is unique. In Li( 16) there are 17 pairs 
(x, y) such that x2 =y3 = 1 and xy is fixed element of order 17. As 
#(2B, 3A, 17A) = 34, He has precisely two subgroups isomorphic to L,(16) 
and containing a fixed element of order 17. As S = (L,, L2) we have 
THEOREM 18. He has one class of subgroup isomorphic to Sp(4,4) and 
two classes of subgroups isomorphic to L,( 16). The normalizers of represen- 
tatives of these classes are conjugate to subgroups of S”. 
3.2. A,. A presentation for A, is (a, bl a2 = b3= (ab)5 = I). 
Therefore the classes of subgroups isomorphic to A, are readily determined 
from the structure constants using Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 19. (i) He has no subgroups of type (2B, 3B, 5A). 
(ii) He has a unique class of subgroups isomorphic to A, of type 
(2A, 3B, 5A). The centralizer of a representative is generated by an element 
of 3A. 
(iii) He has a unique class of subgroups isomorphic to A, of type 
(2A, 3A, 5A) with representative H. C(H) is isomorphic to A, of type 
(2A, 3A, 5A). 
(iv) He has at most two classes of subgroups isomorphic to A, of type 
(2B, 3A, 5A). The centralizer of a representative is conjugate to the 2Apure 
subgroup V, of order 4. 
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ProoJ: (i) As #(2B, 3B, 5A) = 0 the result is o 
(ii) The centralizer of an element of order s isomorphic to Z, X A j 1 
ype (2A, 3A, 5A). No element of 
ence the centralizer acts transitiv 
100. It foliows that the centralizer of a representative is lacerated by an 
element of order 3A. 
(iii) As #(2A, 3A, .5A) = 5 the result is obvious. 
(iv) An element of 2B does not commute with elements of 3A or 5-4 
(54) has orbits on A(2B, 3A, 5A) of !engtf; 
3A, SA) = I.50 and S* contains a subgro 
a conjugate of Yr, the result follows, 
CwwktAiiY 20. He has a unique class of” s~bgr~~~s ~sorn~r~~~~ to 
A 5 x A,. Their normalizers are conjugate to a s~bgr~~~ sf S*. 
ProoJ t is a direct corollary that He has a unique class of s~b~r~~~s 
iso phic to A, x A,. Let N be a representative contained in S. Then 
fl-s has order 26 . 3’ . 5’ and the field a~tomor~hism ~~~rn~~~zes a 
conjugate of H. Therefore N,,(H) is isomorphic to a su group of index 2 in 
XA,)T (C, 5)\Zz. He has no subgroups isomorphic to C, X E5 
> = N.s (fo 
ence every subgroup of He containing a normal subgroup isomorphic to 
A, or A, x A, is conjugate to a subgroup of S*, PJ(V,) or N(3A). 
The dihedral group D,, has presentation (a4 b j a’ 
There are five pairs (a, b) of invointio~s in 
fixed element of order 5. In A, there is a ique 
isomorphic to D,, and each subgroup isomor c to 
precisely two subgroups isomorphic to A,. A, has ~r~se~t~t~on (x,y / x2 = 
y4 = (xy)” = (xy’)’ = 1). 
LEMMA 21. If He has a subgroup H isomorphic to A, then Ilzere are two 
possible fusion patterns, namely, 
A,: 1A 2A 3A 3B 4A 5A 
He(I): 1A 2B 3A 3A 4A 5A, 
(II): 1A 2B 3A 3A 4 
G(H) is conjugate to a subgroup of V,. 
Pro@ The non-zero #(2X, 4Y, 5A) where the squares of elements of 4Y 
lie in 2x are #(2A, 4C, 5A) = 50, and 
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#(2B, 4B, 4A) = 1050. From consideration of the centralizers of elements of 
2A, 2B, 4A, 4B, 4C, and 5A, Theorem 2 implies C(H) has order 2”, m < 2 
and is U-pure. Hence C(H) is conjugate to a subgroup of V, . If H has type 
(2A, 4C, 5A) then m 2 1. As C(V,) has no element of order 4 whose square 
is in 2A the result follows from Corollary 11. 1 
Let t be an element of order 5 in He. As #(2B, 2B, 5A) = 75, there are 
precisely 15 subgroups of type (2B, 2B, 5A) containing t. As elements of 2B 
do not commute with elements of 3A or 5A, these 15 subgroups are 
conjugate under C(t). In A, there are five pairs (a, b) with a* = b3 = 1 and ab 
a fixed element of order 5. As #(2B, 3A, 5A) = 150 there are precisely 30 
subgroups of type (2B, 3A, 5A) containing t. Each has only one subgroup 
isomorphic to D,, and containing t, so C(t) is transitive on the pairs 
{M,, M2} where Mi, i = 1,2, is of type (2B, 3A, 5A) and t E M, n M, of 
type (2B, 2B, 5A). Each A, containing t is generated by such a pair so there 
is at most one class of subgroups isomorphic to A,. S has a subgroup H 
isomorphic to A, which is centralized by the field automorphism. Hence 
THEOREM 22. He has one class of subgroups isomorphic to A,. They are 
of type (2B, 4A, 5A) and their normalizer is conjugate to a subgroup of 
NV’,). 
3.4. L,(7). The group L,(7) has presentation (a, b 1 a2 = b3 = 
(ab)’ = [a, b14 = 1). In Aut(L,(‘l)) gPGL(2,7) elements of order 7 are 
conjugate to their inverses. The only non-zero #(2X, 3Y, 72) in He are 
#(2B, 3A, 7A) = 49, #(2A, 3B, 7C) = 98, and #(2B, 3B, 70) = 441. 
THEOREM 23. (i) H e h as a unique class of subgroups isomorphic to 
L2(7) of type (2B, 3A, 7A). If H is a representative then there exists y E 3B 
such that C(y) = ( y) x H. C(H) is isomorphic to Z, and its elements lie in 
IA U 2A U 3B. N(H) is isomorphic to E, x L,(7) and is conjugate to a 
subgroup of N(E), where E is a 2A-pure subgroup of order 4. 
(ii) He has a unique class of subgroups isomorphic to L,(7) of type 
(2A, 3B, 7C). If H is a representative then there exists y E 7A such that 
C(Y) = (Y> x H. C(H) is isomorphic to Ft and its elements lie in 1A V 3A U 
7AB. N(H) is isomorphic to F: XL,(7). 
Proof. (i) The centralizer of an element of 7A is isomorphic to 
Z, x L,(7) and the subgroup isomorphic to L,(7) is of type (2A, 3B, 7C). As 
elements of 7C do not commute with involutions, C(7A) is transitive on 
d(2B, 3A, 7A). Hence C(H) has index 7 in a subgroup isomorphic to L,(7) 
of type (2A, 3B, 7C). The result is now clear. 
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(ii) An element of 2A does not commute with a subgroup of order 7*. 
Therefore C(7C) has two orbits of length 49 on A(2A, 3 
unique class of subgroups isomorphic to L,(7) of type 
those centralizing an element of 7A. Theorem 2 and the 7-local analysis 
imply the remainder. I 
PREPOSITION 24. If H is a subgroup of He ~somorpkic to H;,(7) of type 
(2B, 3B, 70) then C(H) = 1 or (y), where y E 
H, has tkree classes of subgroups isomorphic to k,(7). They are of 
(2B, 3B, 70). Hence He has three classes of subgroups ~sorno~~hic to k 
of type (2B, 3B, 70) atid with non-trivial centralizer. 
Proof Let t be an element of 70. C(t) has order 2 ~ 7’ and e~~tai~s 
elements of 2B, .7C, and 7DE. No element of 3B commutes with an e~ern~~~ 
7C or IDE so the orbits of C(t) on d(2B, 3B, 70) have length 49 or 98. 
rice C(H) = 1 or (y}, where y E 2B. 
The non-empty A(2X, 3Y, 7)H, have size 7 and (w, 8~~): 
(wb,, uz), and (wb,, u,) = (wb2, u,)~. The result ho1 
((wb2)~~~‘,~:~‘,(‘:~~(~~~~~,) Q satisfy the above presentati 
We show that He has no subgrou isomorphic to L,(7) of ty 
, 363, 70) with trivial centralizer. Let be isomorphic to L2(7) and 
have order 7. Then K = Nn((t)) 1s isomorphic to F:* Let y be an 
element of order 3 in K and let L = NH(( y)). Then k is is 
andU=(4V;L).LetA={(X,Y)(X~-F:,XcIsaiJ3 
Cr PA U 2B V 3B, X n Y = (u), u E 3B). Then every 
isomorphic to L,(7) of type (2B, 3B, 70) is generated by a pair of subgroups 
e remainder of this section we will use the notation of Section 2.1 for 
the elements of H, = C(z). 
We determine the orbits of A under He acting by conjugation. I?e h 
unique class of subgroups isomorphic to F: with elements in IA U 3 
7WE. Take M = (s, uz) < H,, where s = (u,u, tkl ~r)@:“@:“l)‘, as a represen- 
tative. The He-orbits on d are in one-to-one correspondence with ~~(r~)-~rbits 
on A(K) = { Yi (K, Y) E A]. As each YE A(K) contains a K-conjugate of M?, 
these orbits are in one-to-one correspondence wit the N(K) 1’7 N((u,))-orbits 
of A(K, UJ = {YE A(K) j (u,) (I Y}. N(K) = (z) x and N((u*)) is 
isomorphic to Z, x I,,(7). Therefore there are 3 . 22 in lutions inverting ta, I 
ence A(K, UJ = {Y,, Y, ,..., Yzl}, where N((u2)) = Y, X 
isomor~bic to L,(7). Let yi, , yi2, yi, be the involutions of Yj 
the 21 involutions of M. Then, we can assume that yiI = yOI yi, yi2 = yo2 yi$ 
and Y/3 ~~03 Yi. N(K)nNf(uz)) = ( q, z). The element u2 acts trivially on 
A(K, u2) and, since z E M, z fixes Y, and acts on Y, )“.., Y,, as z acts on the 
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21 involutions of M. That is, z fixes Y, ,..., Y, and c = Y,+i for 
i = 6, I,..., 13. Hence 
PROPOSITION 25. He has 14 orbits on A. For 6 of the orbits, the group 
generated by a representative has a centralizer generated by an element of 
2B. For 3 of these 6 orbits the group is isomorphic to L,(l). The remaining 8 
orbits are represented by (K, Y,), i = 6, I ,..., 13. 
In order to treat the remaining cases the above construction was 
performed with explicit permutations of degree 2058. H, was computed by 
the centralizer algorithm of Sims [ 191 and identified with the notation of 
Section 2.1. Hence K was determined. C(u,) was similarly computed and M 
identified with L,(7). As CH,(uz) = (u,) x (c,, az) is isomomorphic to 
Z, x D, and r&* = U: we could assume that yol = vz or zv2. However, v, 
does not commute with M so y,,r = zv2. Noting the action of z on the 
involutions of M then determined Y6, Y, ,..., Yr3. In each case (K, Yi) is tran- 
sitive and therefore is not isomorphic to L,(7). Hence 
THEOREM 26. Every subgroup of He which has a normal subgroup 
isomorphic to L,(7) is conjugate to a subgroup of H,, N(V,), or N(7A). 
4. CONCLUSION 
The preceding sections have considered the inclusion of the normalizers of 
characteristically simple subgroups of He in one another, thereby proving 
Theorem 1. 
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